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VIETNAM POLICY DESCRIBED 
AS RESULT BUILT OF ERRORS
MISSOULA---
Wayne Montgomery said Monday in a speech at the University of Montana that the 
present U.S. policy in Vietnam "is a result compounded of error on error" and recommended 
that a conference of all-Asian nations be called in an effort to end the conflict.
Montgomery, a Lima rancher and a Republican candidate for Congress from the
I
state's Western District in 1962 and 1964, said that a "cessation of bombing by us will 
solve no problems," but instead recommended a meeting at "a neutral place" to attempt 
negotiations that would end the conflict in Vietnam.
He said we should "initiate an honest dialogue" with the Asian countries at the 
proposed fleeting, telling them how we have become involved in Vietnam and "admit 
we can make mistakes."
Montgomery spoke at the invitation of the UM Public Excercises Committee. Seventy- 
five persons were on hand for the talk and the brief question-and-answer period which 
followed.
Speaking on the theme "Thanksgiving 1967--Americans at the Crossroads in Crisis," 
Montgomery said candidates of both political parties in this country should be questioned 
about crises issues, such as their attitudes towards improving the United Nations and 
how to obtain world order under just laws.
He said the voters should ask the candidates "if they believe this nation can 
afford to fight a major war" in Asia and at the same time, take care of all the needs 
of the people at home.
As one possible guideline to ending the Asian conflict, Montgomery recommedned that 
we "set forth a time schedule of withdrawal" in Vietnam and permit the Vietnamese to
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evaluate our motives concerning their land. He said we should ’’let them know that we 
cannot save them” without their own help.
Montgomery said he feels "there is a division in our land over Vietnam, such as 
we have not seen since the Civil War."
But, he added, "Our great system will enable the American people to go forth and 
find solutions to our problems, if they want to."
Montgomery said the United States should let all nations know that we will not 
assume the responsibility for protecting nations which represent corruption.
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